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Mary is an organic coconut farmer. In her articles, she shares ideas on land management and how to increase profits from a small farm. Husqvarna TillerOwn PhotoOur New Husqvarna TillerHere on our coconut farm in Brazil, we bought the Husqvarna cultivator to clean around our trees. With over 400
trees it is almost an insurmountable task to be done with a hoe. We have a mixture of herbs and herbs around the base that we are purifying so the water and manure we put on will go to the roots rather than feed the snatches. In this article I will tell you what impressed us and what we found challenging
with our Husvarna cultivator. Because we can't afford downtime with our appliances here on our farm, we bought our new one. Here's Husqvarna Tiller in action. own photoChecking for potential dangers before TillingWhen my husband uses a cultivator he checks on a few things before you start. All our
trees are irrigated by an underground pipe system. This we are launching one of the 4 pumps we have here. In addition to pipe works, there are also electrical wires that run to various buildings and water pumps. That's what we know. However, if you are using a cultivator for the first time, it is a good idea
to stroll around the area to be processed and look for stones or other potential hazards. Husqvarna has both rear and side guards to prevent the user from being hit with flying debris, but hitting the object can damage the blade. If the area is heavily overgrown, my husband will clean it with our brush cutter
using either a metal blade or a nylon cord depending on the plants. This cleared the area so we could get a better idea of the items that might be problematic for the cultivator. Once the land is handled once, you may find it will stay away from potential dangers. For us, we have to check in advance every
time as our big coconuts drop coconuts of different diameters, ranging from a golf ball to a bowling-sized ball! I've read reviews of people feeding through thick tree roots and other obstacles, and frankly, I think they're idiots. Yes, the machine will do this, but why use a soil cultivater when there are better
options to remove it. We plan to use our machine for years and I don't see the point it pushes it to the limit. The soil conditions of the cultivator blade turn counterclockwise, they cut through the soil and help to pull the machine forward. We have mostly sandy soil here, although we have some areas of clay
that we brought for an earlier project. If you think the sand is only light and loose, think again. The sand is quickly compacted if it is not rolled over. Although the car pulls Forward it can still be tiring as you have to maneuver it over the humps of ploughed soil. This can be cumbersome, especially if you dig
deep. We found it easier to cross it once with a shallow incision, and then then on the next aisle. While this seems to do the job twice, we found for deep-rooted plants, this is the best method. The cultivating site is perfectly compact for your convenience.own photoCutting lawn grass with TillerAs I
mentioned earlier we have a wide range of herbs and herbs, but the most problematic is the one type of lawn grass we have. It forms a tightly intertwined blanket of roots, making it almost impenetrable. Tiller is fighting for it. Luckily for us, this type of grass is not around many of our coconut palms. What's
the difference between a rotaator and Tiller? In my house, we call it a rota, but it has more to do with what it's called in the UK. In the U.S., this gasoline-powered car is called a cultivator, so this is what I'll refer to it, here in my review. The rota is also the type that can be pulled behind the tractor. This
Tillsqvarna cultivator pulls itself forward, but very slowly. Both the rota and the cultivator have rotating blades called teeth that weaken the soil. Other names are a rotary cultivator, rotary plough, food cultivator, or rototinator. Of these, there are different sizes and sizes you buy will depend on your needs
for your yard or small farm. Problems with Husqvarna TillerThe word, the problem is perhaps too strong words to be used here, but one thing that annoys my husband is slow speed. Even if he doesn't dig, it takes a long time just to get to the car where he wants to. If it is put in a neutral position and
walked, it is hard and therefore difficult to move. So much so that if he has to use it in on the back of our farm, he will load it onto the trailer of our lawnmower and tow it there. He made a low ramp using two coconut logs to unload the cultivator. Another problem we had with the carb getting clogged.
That's because we didn't drain the gas before we stored it, as he said to do in the manual. The gasoline where we live is of poor quality, and although there is a filter in the gas tank, my husband left some in the tank, and as a result, he had to clean the carb to get it going a few months later when he
stayed standing. It wasn't a problem with the machine, it was a user error. The circular and side-by-side TillingClearing around the trees Is the one you can see in these photos, we used a cultivator around large trees. It turned out to be quite difficult to make a circle. Cutting under a tree with long palm
leaves hanging down required my husband to sit down a bit while maneuvering the machine around the tree. Although he used this circular method with slightly more mature trees, he chose a different method for small trees. For shorter trees, he decided that a more effective way would be to make cutting
down the side, about 4 feet long. There was still grass in the middle near the trunk, but he decided that he would use the use of cutter to keep that short. After he went through with the cultivator and loosened the soil, it was then up to me to pull him out with a hoe. What we have now are trenches on both
sides. They we will put chicken manure and cover it. We have sprinklers around each tree, however, to kick start that manure going down to the roots, we will use our bilge pump to absorb it heavily. I will be carrying a bilge pump in the lake and my husband will use a hose. Other uses for TillerAlthough we
bought our specifically for the work of cleaning around our coconut palms, we also used it to flip our soil where we plant our vegetables and before planting more trees such as papaya and guava. This content is accurate and correct to the best of the author's knowledge and is not intended to replace
formal and individual advice from a qualified professional.© 2017 Mary WickisonCommentsMary Wickison (author) from Brazil August 29, 2017: Hi Shauna, Coconuts Only. We have about 35 tall trees that are cut down as dry. This is the type to be used for grated coconut, coconut oil, etc. They collect for
coconut water. Most of the dwarfs that we planted, and they are now just beginning to produce. If the coconut has past its best time to be harvested for coconut water, we can leave it on the tree and sell it for dry. We use surprisingly little other than giving their dogs as a treat. I'm glad you're enjoying the
post. You can take a look at my red tail boa constrictor post. Thanks for reading. Shauna L Bowling from Central Florida August 29, 2017:I love your farm messages, Mary. I would love to have your same coconuts, papaya and guava. One of my favorite gouwa juices. I think you're selling the fruits of your
labor? Mary Wixon (author) from Brazil June 27, 2017: Hi Dora, I'll keep you in post with the images. At the moment, my guava trees are only a foot tall. I just stuck a twig in the ground and they sprouted, those will be a few years yet. My papaya, let me scratch my head. People around us just throw away
the seeds and they grow and produce. I think I need to ignore mine more to make them grow. I've learned so many different fruits since I've been here. My favorite must be the sapoty, I think in English it is sapodilla. We have one that has finally started to produce. With fruit trees, it's a waiting game.
Thanks for reading. Dora Weiters from the Caribbean June 27, 2017: Thank you for the information about this car. Sounds like a tedious job, but the fruit trees you mentioned probably offer some refreshment. I wish I could visit your farm. Mary Wixon (author) from Brazil June 26, 2017: Hi Bill, we have 8
acres, about 1/4 of that is under water when it is high water. We are at the top of a huge water table and our lakes lakes daily reminder of the level of it. It was more of a lifestyle change than we expected, but stronger for it. As you know, with the farm, there is always something that needs to be done. Bill
Holland, from Olympia, Washington, June 26, 2017: Hiz, Mary, you have a huge farm! I'm thrilled with everything you and your husband are doing. Thanks for the review... and good luck with that overtaking. Running a chainsaw can sometimes be difficult. Learn proper hot and cold chainsaws, starting
techniques from a qualified Husqvarna trainer. For safety reasons, make sure the chain brake is activated when the saw starts. (Pocket-lint) - Husqvarna, the world's largest lawnmower manufacturer, launched the world's first automatic electric solar hybrid robotic lawnmower in the UK on Thursday. A new
lawnmower is offering users happy to pay the price of a 2,000 pound promise never to mow the lawn again. We designed this for busy people who want to professionally reduce the lawn, the product designer told us. Operating autonomously, the lawn mower will cut up to 2,300 square meters of grass
and can be programmed to come on at certain times or days of the week. Users can determine the area of cutting by laying metal wire on the edge of their garden. The automatic mower also has sensors in the device so that it can avoid garden furniture. Amazon U.S. Prime Day Deals 2020: Get all the big
prime-day deals right here solving the grass collection problem, three sharp engine blades cut the grass short enough to scatter it back on the lawn. The mower will cut for about 40 minutes and then charge for 40 minutes in its charging station, however Husqvarna say that using solar panels on a sunny
day will mean that the device will be able to stay out of cutting up to 50% longer. The device is available from today. Written by Stuart Miles. Miles. husqvarna spark plug cross reference hqt-4. husqvarna spark plug cross reference hqt-1
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